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Graphic designer 

07060641148 immhy1999@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/owoetoni-emmanuel-36431a24b?
utm_source=share&utm_campaign=share_via&utm_content=profile&utm_
medium=android_app
Ogun state 

SUMMARY

� I have a strong creative eye and a unique design style.
� I am skilled at using design software and tools.
� I am  detail-oriented and have a keen eye for quality.
� I am able to work under tight deadlines and manage multiple projects.
� I am a great communicator and work well with others.
� I am passionate about graphic design and always looking for new ways to improve my 
skills.

EXPERIENCE

Graphic Designer 05/2013 � Present

Cuesoft Ikoyi

CUESOFT is a cutting-edge software company that helps businesses renovate and revamp 
their software systems. With its innovative solutions, CUESOFT empowers businesses to 
streamline their operations and improve their bottom line. Whether you're looking to 
upgrade your existing systems or build new ones from scratch, CUESOFT is the right 
choice for your business.

I worked closely with a team of developers to create a user interface that was both 
functional and visually stunning. The final product exceeded the client's expectations 
and was praised for its user-friendliness.

EDUCATION

PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND CROP PRODUCTION 10/2019 � Present

UNIVERSITY OF AGRICULTURE, ABEOKUTA.

STRENGTHS

- A keen eye for color, 
balance, and composition. 
- Strong skills in 
typography and layout. - 
The ability to tell a story 
through design. - The 
ability to create designs 
that are both beautiful and 
functional. - A knack for 
creating designs that 
stand out from the crowd.
� I have a natural eye for design, 
and you've worked hard to hone 
your skills.
� My designs are beautiful, 
functional, and creative.
� My unique talents have helped 
me stand out from the crowd and 
build a successful career.

ACHIEVEMENTS

- Doing great work. - 
Having your work 
recognized by others. - 
Expanding your skills and 
capabilities. - Building a 
reputation as a talented 
designer.
I'm proud of this achievement 
because it was a challenging 
project that pushed me to be 
creative and to think outside the 
box. I learned a lot during the 
process and I'm proud of the final 
result. It was great to see how my 
work was appreciated by the 
client and by other designers. I 
feel like I've taken a step forward 
in my career, and that's 
something I'm really proud of.

SKILLS

PHOTOSHOP ILLUSTRATOR 

LANGUAGES

ENGLISH Advanced

PASSIONS

GRAPHIC DESIGNER 
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